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• How to develop video story understanding models 
• One effective way is to train the models to answer questions about the 

video story. 
• e.g. TGIF-QA, MarioQA, PororoQA, MovieQA, TVQA 

• How to evaluate the degree of intelligence of the models 
• The previous studies are highly-biased and lack of variance in the levels of 

question difficulty. 

• Researches on how to evaluate the degree of video understanding based on 
human cognitive process have not progressed as yet.

Model Diff. 1 Diff. 2 Diff. 3 Diff. 4 Overall Diff. Avg.
QA Similarity 30.64 27.20 26.16 22.25 28.27 26.56
S.Only�Coref 54.43 51.19 49.71 52.89 52.89 52.06
S.Only 62.03 63.58 56.15 55.58 60.95 59.34
V.Only�V.Meta 63.28 56.86 49.88 54.44 59.06 56.11
V.Only 74.82 70.61 54.60 56.48 69.22 64.13
Our�High 75.68 72.53 54.52 55.66 70.03 64.60
Our�Low 74.49 72.37 55.26 56.89 69.60 64.75
Our (Full) 75.96 74.65 57.36 56.63 71.14 66.15

Table 2: Quantitative result for our model on test split. Last two columns show the performance of overall test split and the
average performance of each set. S.Only and V.Only indicate our model only with script and visual inputs respectively.
S.Only�Coref. and V.Only�V.Meta are S.Only with removed coreference and speaker annotation and V.Only with
removed visual metadata. Our(Full) contains all elements of our model. Our�High and Our�Low are with removed
high-level representations and with remove low-level representations from Our(Full).
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Context Matching Module365

The context matching module converts each input sequence366

to a query-aware context by using the question and answers367

as a query. This approach was taken from attention flow368

layer in (Seo et al. 2016; Lei et al. 2018). Context vectors369

are updated with a weighted sum of query sequences based370

on the similarity score between each query timestep and its371

corresponding context vector. We can get CS,QAi from E
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, we apply 1-D con- 383

volution filters with various kernel sizes and concatenate the 384

outputs of the kernels. Applying max-pool over time and lin- 385

ear layer, we calculate scalar score for i-th candidate answer. 386

The final output score is simply the sum of output scores 387

from the four different streams, and the model selects the 388

answer candidate with the largest final output score as the 389

correct answer. 390

Results 391

Quantitative Results 392

Here, we discuss an ablation study to analyze the model’s 393

characterstics profoundly. Table 2 shows the quantitative re- 394

sults of the ablation study for our model, and we described 395

our experimental settings and implementation details in the 396

Appendix B. QA Similarity is a simple baseline model 397

designed to choose the highest score on the cosine similar- 398

ity between the average of question’s word embeddings and 399

the average of candidate answer’s word embeddings. The 400

overall test accuracy of Our(Full) was 71.14% but the 401

performance of each difficulty level varies. The tendency of 402

poor performance as the level of difficulty increases shows 403

that the proposed evaluation criteria considering the cogni- 404

tive developmental stages are designed properly. 405

To confirm the utilization of multi-level architecture is 406

effective, we compare the performance of our full model 407

Our(Full) with those of the model excluding the high- 408

level story representation module Our�High and the 409

model excluding the low-level story representation module 410

Our�Low. We can see that performances on Diff. 3 and 4 411

are more degraded in Our�High than Our�Low, whereas 412

performances on Diff. 1 and 2 are more degraded Our�Low 413

than Our�High. These experimental results indicate that 414

the high-level representation module helps to handle diffi- 415

cult questions whereas the low-level representation module 416

is useful to model easy questions. 417

Note that both script and visual input streams are helpful 418

to infer a correct answer. S.Only uses only the script as 419

the input and shows a sharp decline for Diff. 1 and 2. Since 420

about 50% of QAs at Diff. 1 and 2 has a (shot-level) target 421

video without a script, such questions need to be answered 422

Deogi: Mother, have some pancakes
Other: Why did you(Deogi) make so much? 

Haeyoung1: I(Haeyoung1)'m not getting married.
Deogi: What did you(Haeyoung1) say?

Deogi: You(Haeyoung1) must be out of your mind, saying such things out of the blue.
Haeyoung1: We(Haeyoung1, Taejin) fought planning the wedding.

Q : How did Deogi react when 
Haeyoung1 said Haeyoung1 won’t get 
married?
A : Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit 
Haeyoung1’s head.

Difficulty 3

Jeongsuk Deogi

Surprise, CookSadness, Look at
Angry, Stand up Sadness, Sit Down

Q : Why did Deogi make food a lot?
A : Because Deogi wanted to share the 
food with her neighborhoods.

Difficulty 4

Q : What did Jeongsuk hand over to the 
man? 
A : Jeongsuk handed over a plate to the 
man.

Difficulty 2

Q : How is Haeyoung1's hair style?
A : Haeyoung1 has a long curly hair.

Difficulty 1

Neutral, Sit down Neutral, Talk
Haeyoung1 Deogi Deogi Haeyoung1

• Hierarchical QAs as an evaluation metric 
• Memory Capacity 
• Logical Complexity 

• Character-centered video annotations 
• Visual metadata  

• bounding boxes, behaviors, and emotions of main characters 
• Coreferenced resolved scripts

Comparison with Other Datasets
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getting married.

Deogi: What did you(Haeyoung1) say?
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Q: How did Deogi react when Haeyoung1
said Haeyoung1 won't get married?

① Deogi yelled at Haeyoung1 and hit
Haeyoung1’s head.

② Deogi praised Haeyoung1 and made 
food.
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Figure 3: Examples of character-centered video annotations: (a) coreference resolved scripts and (b) visual metadata which
contains the main characters’ bounding box, name, behavior, and emotion. All annotations for characters in script and visual
metadata can be co-referred by unique character’s name.

# Q # Annotated
Images

Avg. Video
len. (s)

Textual
metadata

Visual
metadata Q. lev

TGIF-QA (Jang et al. 2017) 165,165 - 3.1 - - -
MarioQA (Mun et al. 2017) 187,757 - < 6 - - -

PororoQA (Kim et al. 2017) 8,913 - 1.4 Description,
Subtitle - -

MovieQA (Tapaswi et al. 2016) 6,462 - 202.7 Plot, DVS,
Subtitle - -

TVQA (Lei et al. 2018) 152,545 - 76.2 Script - -
TVQA+ (Lei et al. 2019) 29,383 148,468 61.49 Script Char./Obj. Bbox**

DramaQA 17,983 217,308 3.7a

91.3b Script* Char. Bbox,
Behavior, Emotion X

a Avg. video length for shot b Avg. video length for scene * Coreference resolved script ** Only mentioned in QAs

Table 1: Comparison between video story QA datasets. Only DramaQA dataset provides hierarchical QAs from shot-level and
scene-level videos and character-centered visual metadata (bounding box, name, behavior, and emotion).

but is not yet using cognitive operations. Questions at level
1 in MC and level 2 in LC belong to Difficulty 2 which
is also available from Early Concrete Stage where a child
can utilize a relevant operation between multiple supporting
facts. Questions at level 2 in MC and level 3 in LC belong to
Difficulty 3 which is available from Middle Concrete Stage
where a child can think by utilizing more than two relevant
cognitive operations and utilize dependent multiple support-
ing facts across time. Questions at level 2 in MC and level
4 in LC belong to Difficulty 4 which is available from Con-
crete Generalization Stage where a child can just general-
ize only from personal and concrete experience and have a
higher thought on causality in relation to “Why”. Examples
for each Difficulty are illustrated in Figure 2.

Character-Centered Video Annotations
As the characters are primary components of stories, we pro-
vide rich annotations for the main characters in the video
contents. As visual metadata, main characters are localized
in the appeared image frames sampled in video clips and an-
notated with not only the character names but also behavior
and emotion states. Also, all coreferences (e.g. he/she/they)
of the main characters in scripts are resolved to give a con-
sistent view of the characters. Figure 3 shows the examples
of visual metadata and coreference resolved scripts.

Visual Metadata

• Bounding Box: In each image frame, bounding boxes of
both a face rectangle and a full-body rectangle for the
main characters are annotated with their name. In total,
20 main characters are annotated with their unique name.

• Behavior & Emotion: Along with bounding boxes, be-
haviors and emotions of the characters shown in the
image frames are annotated. Including none behav-
ior, total 28 behavioral verbs, such as drink, hold,
cook, are used for behavior expression. Also, we
present characters’ emotion with 7 emotional adjectives;
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness,
surprise, and neutral.

Coreference Resolved Scripts To understand video sto-
ries, especially drama, it is crucial to understand the dia-
logue between the characters. Notably, the information such
as “Who is talking to whom about who did what?” is sig-
nificant in order to understand whole stories. In DramaQA,
we provide this information by resolving all coreferences
for main characters in scripts. As shown in Figure 3(a), we
annotate the characters’ names to all personal pronouns for
characters, such as I, you, we, him, etc. By doing so, charac-
ters in scripts can be matched with those in visual metadata
and QAs.
Comparison with Other Video QA Datasets
We also present a comparison of our dataset to some re-
cently proposed video QA datasets (Table 1). TGIF-QA and

• Two criteria for classifying QAs into hierarchical levels of understanding 
• Memory Capacity is the required length of the video clip to answer 
• Logical Complexity is the required logical reasoning steps to answer

• Overview of Multi-level Character Matching model

• Ablation Study

• DramaQA  provides 
1) difficulty levels of the questions. 
2) annotations including visual metadata and coreference resolved scripts. 
3) tackles both shot-level and scene-level video clips.

• The application area of the DramaQA dataset  
• emotion or behavior analysis of characters 
• automatic coreference identification from scripts 
• coreference resolution for visual-linguistic domain 
• action/face/object recognition or detection 

• Future work of DramaQA dataset 
• extend the two criteria of hierarchical QA  
• provide hierarchical character-centered story descriptions 
• provide richer visual metadata including objects and places.


